The Rail-Trail Council is looking for new members. You know it’s a great place to walk, run and bike, but do your neighbors and friends? Please spread the word on trail activities, pass along your newsletter. Can you use extra newsletters to leave at work or at the gym? Brochures are free and have a great map inside. Can you put up posters of trail activities? Bring a friend along to one of our Discover the D&H Tours. Come to a Rail-Trail meeting. Volunteer with a friend to assist with the D&H Distance Run or any other activities. New members are the best way for us to succeed as a viable organization.

Discover the D&H Calendar

Events scheduled to date are below. If you would like any special group activities or are interested in leading a nature walk, fitness walk, a running or walking group, please call the RT office.

TUESDAY, JUNE 9
Wildflower Walk with Jane Frye, 6 PM, Forest City Trailhead

SATURDAY, JUNE 27
Panther Bluff Hike, 9 AM, Simpson Trailhead

SUNDAY, JULY 12
Bike ride with New Milford Bike Shop, 9 AM, Forest City Trailhead
Great PA Cleanup April 25

A D&H Rail-Trail trash pickup will take place April 25 from 9 AM until noon. Meet at Herrick Center along Route 374. Parking is available on the sides of the trail. Garbage bags and gloves will be provided. Other locations may be included. Please check the website www.nepa-rail-trails.org or call the Rail-Trail office at 785-7245. The cleanup is part of the Great American Cleanup sponsored by PA CleanWays. We could use your help!

Trail Tenders to Meet May 23

The Trail Tenders program provides the opportunity for hikers, bikers, equestrians and all trail enthusiasts to assist the Rail-Trail Council in monitoring, maintaining and enhancing the trails. The kick-off meeting last fall attracted a fair amount of volunteers and a lot of new great ideas. We plan to introduce the program again and review the list of suggested activities and projects. Trail assessments have been developed and sections of trail can be ‘adopted’ for monitoring. Please visit the Trail Tender social networking site to see what’s up on the trail and meet other tenders. A brochure is available if you’d like more information. Visit www.ning.com and sign up. After you have received confirmation of your sign-up, search Trail Tenders. You’ll see D&H Trail Tenders—join the network.

Saturday, May 23, 1 PM
Union Dale Methodist Church Hall

D&H Distance Run September 13

The first ½ marathon on the trail was such a great success, we are planning the 2nd annual run for September 13th, 9 AM from the Forest City Trailhead. This year we will limit the number of runners to the first 300 registrations. As soon as the new brochure and race registration form is available (target date June 1), you may register. Call the Rail-Trail office or visit NEPA Runner.

Trail Construction News

Updates to the D&H Phase II construction plans (Herrick to Thompson) continue. There is still hope to get the project out to bid by the end of 2009 for an early 2010 start.
A few months back, we found ourselves in a state of meander, along the D&H Trail just north of Herrick Center. The day was as autumnal as days get. The air was crisp, the sky a radiant blue. In all, it was a perfect Rail-Trail day. Rounding a bend, we came across Old Tom. He was idly munching on a patch of clover at trailside, and cocked one of his very long ears in our direction.

Before we continue with this tale, let us make clear that Old Tom is (and always was) a member of the species *Equus mulus,* a mule, and an unusual one at that. Old Tom, you see, is something of a specter. Yep, that’s right. A ghost. Please set aside, at least for the moment, your disbelief. Even if you don’t believe in ghosts, surely you believe in ghost stories. That’s what this is—a ghost story. Furthermore, we’re not asking you to believe in ghosts in general. For purposes of this story, belief in just one particular ghost will suffice. It began more than 100 years ago when Old Tom worked for an outfit named Z. Kregar & Bros. in an early anthracite colliery. Tom provided much of the muscle power at what was called the railroad street Breaker in Forest City. All of this is a matter of historical record; as Casey Stengel used to say, “you could look it up.”

Old Tom died on October 6, 1888. Since then, he has been in heaven. You may have read that all dogs go to heaven. As far as we can determine, that is true. What’s more, all mules go to heaven, as a matter of most sacred theology. Having worked in the mines and the breakers, they deserve no less.

“Hay,” Old Tom greeted us, using the term that is at once his favorite snack and his universal salutation.

We had known of Old Tom in history and in legend, and had spotted him at trailside twice before, but this was our first conversational encounter. We were initially a bit taken aback.

“Hello, Old Tom,” we said, “please forgive my surprise. We didn’t expect you to speak.”

“Of course I speak. All celestial beings have the power of speech. Plenty of languages, too. Wanna hear me conjugate some Latin verbs?”

“Er, probably not,” we answered, our Latin being several decades to the left of rusty.

“But how can this be heaven? This is the Rail-Trail.”

“So you see it, in your human imperfection. But creatures of the beyond have been given the power to have heaven as they wish it. Look at this place! Blue sky, resplendent foliage, idyllic weather, lots of hay and clover and plenty of clear, cool water to drink! You poor humans, you fail to see it! This is heaven! And we mules, we helped make it.”

“You helped make it?”

“Sure. Men cut the trees, but who cleared the rails into position so men could spike them into place? You think the rails got here by truck? There weren’t any trucks, pal. In fact, there weren’t any roads! And one section of rail, thirty-nine feet of it, weighed nearly 1800 pounds, too much for you, but short work for us. Let’s see now…” With a twitch of an ear and a nod of his head, Old Tom did the arithmetic and “…that’s 240 tons of steel rail to the mile, not counting the plates and spikes.

And how about the ties at 190 pounds each, and just over 3,300 to the mile? And yes, don’t forget about the ballast! More than a thousand tons per mile! Yeah, man, we built the Rail-Trail in the first place. Ah, this is heaven. Look at it! Open your eyes, and see it as it really is!”

“What do you intend to do in a couple of more months, when the snow flies?”

“I’m thinking, at the moment, Acapulco.”

Mark C. Walsh

Old Tom sightings should be reported to the Rail-Trail office at (570) 785-7245.
The Mile Posts Along the Trail

Strolling along the trail you may have come across these white triangular concrete posts along the side of the trail. They are a ghost of the past when trains rolled through the area. Only a few of these remain long after the rails were pulled out, and the railroad line abandoned. The writing on the posts can sometimes be hard to read as the markings are weathered away.

This picture is a mile post near Ararat taken in early spring before the growth covers it up. Looking closer you can see a number “A158” written in black paint over a white base. In the background, another number that was carved into this post can still be made out. It is number “21” filled in with concrete many years ago.

Why are there two numbers? The answer is before this railroad line was known as the Delaware & Hudson’s Pennsylvania Division, it was known as the Jefferson Branch of the Erie Railroad. This railroad was originally built around 1870 by the Jefferson Railroad company, directed by the Erie Railroad company. The D&H’s charter in 1823 was a canal company and could not be permitted to build a railroad. The D&H did furnish the needed capital to the Jefferson Railroad Company so a railroad could be build from Carbondale to Lanesboro. This line connected with the Erie’s line that runs over the Starrucca Viaduct and is still in use today. The numbers that you see in the posts that were carved out and then later filled in reflect when this railroad was known as the Jefferson Branch of the Erie. The numbers reflect how many miles to the connection known as “Jefferson Junction” This junction connected with the Erie’s mainline near the south side of the Starrucca Viaduct.

The agreement with the Erie lasted until 1953 when the D&H outright bought the line from the Erie and granted them trackage rights until 2015. By this time the D&H was no longer a canal company so the restriction of it owning or operating a railroad no longer existed. And, by this time the railroad was extended to connect to the D&H’s main line that runs from Binghamton to Albany. The connection to this line is made at Ninevah. Then the D&H renumbered this railroad line by first filling in the old numbers and painting the posts white. Then they added their numbering system in black paint, which is what you see on the surface. These numbers reflect how many miles from that point to Albany, NY. This is why you see an “A” next to the numbers. So if you were standing next to this mile post along the trail, you would be 21 miles from Jefferson Junction, or 158 miles from Albany, NY.

These mile posts helped the engineer know where he was at any point along the railroad. In employee timetables, stations and other important items like cabins and call boxes are located by mile points along the railroad line. Today the few remaining posts along the trail are ghosts of when this area was a busy railroad and steam engines hammered up this line with carloads of coal mined from our region.

Mike Guzzi